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Abstract. Collaboration is an important skill for children to learn. In
this paper we present a small-scale study exploring how technology can
be used to elicit collaboration between children. We developed a proto-
type of a tablet-based robot (‘surfacebot’) that tried to perform a specific
task, while children acted as tutors by giving feedback on the surface-
bot’s actions. The surfacebot used the feedback to improve its actions by
means of reinforcement learning. A pilot study with an early prototype
showed that children were engaged and provided consistent feedback to
the surfacebot, but showed little collaboration. Instead they made indi-
vidual decisions and took turns in providing feedback. Based on these
observations we made several changes to the prototype that were meant
to stimulate collaboration between the children. In our main study with
the revised prototype, we measured collaboration using an annotation
scheme based on a collaborative problem solving framework. The results
suggest that the revisions of the prototype indeed led to more extensive
collaborative behavior, with 4 of the 9 participating pairs of children
establishing a division of roles that necessitated perspective taking and
mutual exchange of information.
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1 Introduction

Collaboration, referred to as a 21st century skill [1,5], is an important skill for
children to learn since it relates to critical thinking, meta-cognition and moti-
vation [14]. Improving a skill requires practice, and there might be a long-term
education gain when children discover collaboration for themselves [2]. It has
been shown that beneficial effects regarding learning and development, particu-
larly in the early years or primary education, can occur when children work in
pairs or small groups [25]. Furthermore, self-esteem and attitudes towards others
are mentioned as beneficial outcomes of collaborative learning in the classroom
[4,21]. But collaboration can be challenging for young primary school children,
as children below the age of 7 have not yet developed all of the cognitive skills
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required for effective peer collaboration, such as recursive perspective taking
[26]. Therefore, this study focused on using technology to foster collaboration
between children.

To encourage collaboration between children, we devised an interactive tech-
nology concept with a robot as a teachable agent. Computer agents taught by
children are known as teachable agents [3]. As our teachable agent we used a sur-
facebot, see Fig. 1. Surfacebots were originally developed as affordable, mobile
and flexible robots to be used in collaborative storytelling activities on a non-
digital tabletop [6]. A surfacebot has two parts: a tablet and a base with wheels,
making it capable of movement, sound and visual representations. The tablet
can be used as a character display [24] and as an interactive interface [7].

Fig. 1. The surfacebot as used in our study.

Our objective was to explore how an activity with a surfacebot can be
designed to encourage collaboration between pairs of primary school children. We
expected that primary school children could benefit from settings that encour-
age social interactions and collaboration, in particular children in the age of 5–7,
because their collaboration skills start developing [2]. Our main research question
was: How can the capabilities of the surfacebot be utilized to create an engaging
activity that effectively encourages collaboration between children? In order to
answer this question, we iteratively designed prototypes and tested them with
children. We also developed an annotation scheme based on the framework for
collaborative problem solving skills by Hesse et al. [11] for evaluating the level
of collaboration between children during an activity.

Firstly, in Sect. 2 we describe several applications designed for collabora-
tive activities. Section 3 describes our first concept to stimulate collaboration
between children using the surfacebot. In the pilot study (Sect. 4), the degree
of collaboration between children using this prototype is explored. The findings
from the pilot study lead to a second version of the prototype (Sect. 5). In the
main study (Sect. 6), we analyzed the level of collaboration using this new pro-
totype. We end with a discussion of the results (Sect. 7) and our conclusions and
recommendations (Sect. 8).
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2 Related Work

Much work on collaborative technologies for children has been carried out in
the context of creative applications such as collaborative storytelling for chil-
dren [10]. Early examples are KidPad and the Klump: storytelling technologies
that allowed children to work independently, but encouraged collaboration by
providing added benefits of collaborative actions in terms of efficiency or fun [2].
A more extreme approach to collaboration was taken in the Story Table system,
which forced children to work together by requiring multiple-user touch actions
(performed by children simultaneously) for certain crucial operations [28]. In
a non-storytelling context, Woodward et al. tried to encourage collaboration
through role division in a digital tabletop game for children [27].

Some work has been done on collaborative storytelling for children with
robots moving on a tabletop. An example is RoboTale, of which the main char-
acter is a robot similar to the surfacebot. RoboTale successfully stimulated col-
laboration among small groups of school children in the form of passing tangibles
to each other (prompted by the size of the table and scarcity of resources) and
discussing the plot of the story they created together [15]. Earlier work using
the surfacebot as a teachable agent had it as the main character in a playful
story-based activity, traveling around ‘in France’ (on the tabletop) and being
taught French words by pairs of children [24]. In this activity, collaboration was
enforced through a fixed role division, where one child was teaching the words
to the surfacebot, and the other child was moving the surfacebot.

Other research on robots as teachable agents explored how children perceive
and correct the handwriting of a robot. A study with 24 children (aged 7–8)
acting individually as handwriting tutors of a Nao robot showed that these
children paid attention to the learning of a robot and were capable of providing
corrections using a slider or by demonstration [8]. For a survey of studies with
robots as teachable agents for children, see [13].

A major inspiration for our work was Sophie’s Kitchen [22], an application
featuring a virtual agent (Sophie) that learned from human feedback how to bake
a cake, using a reinforcement learning algorithm called Q-learning. Experiments
were carried out with different versions of Sophie’s Kitchen, to investigate how
adult users wanted to teach the agent. The first experiment allowed users to
provide feedback using a slider. The results showed that being able to guide the
agent’s attention through feedback resulted in a faster learning interaction, com-
pared to only providing feedback after the fact. In another experiment Sophie
used gazing behavior to indicate which action she was about to take (‘trans-
parency behavior’). This led to people providing guidance more often when it
was required and less often when not. Another version of Sophie had so-called
‘undo’ behavior: retracting an action (if possible) after receiving negative feed-
back. This was shown to further improve the learning behavior of the agent.

Our work combines various aspects of these prior works, while also showing
some important differences. Our teachable agent is like Sophie in that it uses
Q-learning to learn from human feedback, but our users are pairs of children
instead of individual adults. Like [8,24] we use a robot as our teachable agent,
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but our primary aim is not learning-by-teaching but stimulating collaboration
between children through the teaching activity. Finally, like [2,15] we try to
nudge children into collaboration through the design of the activity, instead of
forcing it like [28].

3 First Prototype

Collaboration involves a “mutual engagement of participants in a coordinated
effort to solve a problem together” [20, p. 70] and is affected by the structure and
design of a task [14]. We kept this in mind as we developed a first prototype of
a collaborative activity with the surfacebot as a teachable agent. To encourage
children to collaborate while teaching the surfacebot, we created a story that
portrays the surfacebot as a bear called Ted (shown on the surfacebot’s tablet
screen) who wants to get dressed to go outside, but needs the help of the children
to find the right clothes as he does not know which clothes fit the weather.

The clothing items are spread across four locations on the tabletop, each
representing a different room in the bear’s house and showing several associated
items of clothing (printed on cards) associated to that location, see Fig. 2. The
surfacebot moves around these locations and selects clothing items to wear.
Children can provide feedback on the surfacebot’s actions using a slider. The
idea is that the surfacebot learns from the feedback and adjusts its decision
making based on it. At some point, it decides to ‘go outside’ indicating the end
of a round. If the selected clothes do not match the weather, another round
starts. These actions and learning ability of the surfacebot were simulated in the
first prototype.

Collaboration is characterized by a symmetrical structure: a symmetry of
goals, actions, knowledge and status [9]. Therefore the activity was designed
to have a symmetrical structure to encourage collaboration. This was done by
giving children a shared goal of assisting the surfacebot in completing its task,
as well as equal knowledge and opportunities to interact with the surfacebot.

The prototype consisted of three parts, see Fig. 3. The first part is an appli-
cation for the surfacebot’s tablet, further referred to as the ‘character display’. It
displays a bear, the clothes it is wearing and the thoughts it has; see Figs. 2 and 3
(middle). Preceding an action, the bear would think about a piece of clothing,
shown in a thought cloud, see Fig. 4(a). After 3 s, the thought disappeared and
the bear could be seen wearing the item, see Fig. 4(b). The thought cloud was
included as a ‘transparency behavior’ [22] of the surfacebot about its upcoming
actions (clothes choices). It was used to give children the time to act and to pave
the way for eventually implementing a form of undo behavior, which could lead
to faster learning of the surfacebot [22].

The second part of the prototype was the ‘reward interface’, through which
children could communicate feedback to the surfacebot; see Fig. 3 (left). It
included two interactive elements: a slider and a ‘send’ button (see Fig. 6(a)
for a more close-up view). The slider enabled children to communicate a degree
of right or wrong. The idea was that the slider could stimulate negotiation, and
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Fig. 2. Impression of the first prototype. The surfacebot with the character display is
positioned next to one of the four locations with its associated clothes cards.

Fig. 3. The three main components of the prototype. The character display is the
server, and communicates with the clients: the reward (left) and tele-operator (right)
interfaces. The communication involves (1) status of the activity, (2) value and timing
of feedback, (3) the name of next action according to the script and (4) controlling the
activity (e.g. starting the next action) and controlling the surfacebot’s movement.

Fig. 4. Character display showing (a) what clothing item the bear is thinking of, (b)
the bear wearing the item, and (c) a feedback notification (thumbs up or down).
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could be used to reach a consensus when opinions differed, for example by going
for an intermediate value. The send button was used to confirm the feedback.
When children communicated feedback, a notification appeared on the character
display, see Fig. 4(c).

The third part is the tele-operator interface; see Fig. 3 (right). In the first
prototype, the surfacebot had no learning ability yet and could not move
autonomously. In our tests with this prototype, a Wizard-of-Oz approach was
used to make it seem like the robot acted and moved autonomously and that their
feedback had an effect on the robot’s choices. The tele-operator interface was
used to control the activity and fake the autonomous behavior of the surfacebot,
following a script with sequences of actions to simulate learning. Over the course
of three rounds, the surfacebot’s actions became increasingly more accurate and
ultimately led to a set of clothes appropriate to the weather scenario.

4 Pilot Study

The first prototype was tested in a pilot study with 12 children at a local daycare
facility. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of our faculty and
the parents of the children had given consent for their participation. The age
of the children varied between 4 and 8 years old, with an average age of 5.75
years. With the study, we aimed to validate the concept and identify areas of
improvement by getting a first impression of how children engaged, collaborated
and provided feedback in the designed activity.

4.1 Method

In the pilot study, 6 pairs of children participated in sessions of ±10 min. The
tests were conducted in a separate room at the daycare facility. Figure 5 gives a
top view impression of the setup. The procedure was as follows. First, the chil-
dren received a short introduction in which the setup, the task and how the tablet
worked was explained and demonstrated. Then they began their first round, giv-
ing feedback to the surfacebot as it was putting on clothes, until the surfacebot
decided to ‘go outside’. During the activity, the facilitator was always present to
answer the children’s questions. The children were not guided or motivated by
the facilitator to provide feedback and could stop the activity at any time they
liked. After three rounds, the children were thanked for their participation and
helpfulness. They were made aware of the Wizard-of-Oz method (the facilitator
controlling the surfacebot) used during the activity.

How the pairs of children acted and collaborated in the activity was observed
during the test, and notes were taken afterwards. The sessions were recorded
if consent for this was given by children’s guardians. Tablet interactions were
logged on the tablet to get an insight into the frequency and values of the
children’s feedback.
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Fig. 5. Impression of the setup of the pilot study. The participants started the activity
near the reward interface. The surfacebot moved between the locations at the corners
of the table. The camera, on a tripod, was located on a table next to the activity. The
facilitator also remained nearby for controlling the surfacebot.

4.2 Results

Limited collaboration between children was observed. Collaboration mostly took
the form of providing feedback to the robot in turns. There was little conflict or
negotiation about the task, but rather about who operated the tablet. Most chil-
dren decided to walk around with the tablet, which created a situation where the
activity was easily doable for one child. It allowed one child to track the robot’s
actions and communicate feedback at the same time. This may have provided
little incentive for collaboration. This is confirmed by one pair of children who
were observed to divide roles. During their session, the tablet remained on the
table. It resulted in a situation where the children relied on each other to share
information and opinions about the robot’s actions. One followed and observed
the robot while the other stayed close to the tablet and communicated feedback.

Children were observed to be motivated and enthusiastic during the activ-
ity. The logged data showed that the majority of the children continued to be
engaged by consistently providing feedback, except for one pair who were both
very young and shy (age 4 and 5). They had little communication and did not
make use of the tablet. The logged data also showed that children used the
reward interface in a binary way, with mainly extreme feedback values being
communicated to the robot. It might be due to a certain unanimity that chil-
dren had about which actions of the surfacebot were right and wrong. This made
the slider somewhat superfluous.

The results correspond to the characteristics of the developmental stage of
children aged 3 to 7 years, who are self-centered and prefer parallel play [16].
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The majority of the children were engaged in the activity and provided feedback
throughout the activity. This suggests that children could handle their role as
tutor, and remained motivated during the activity. We concluded that ensuring
a symmetrical structure [9] allows collaboration, but is not enough to elicit it.

5 Second Prototype

We modified the first prototype based on the insights obtained from the pilot in
order to encourage collaboration more effectively.

Fixed Tablet. Firstly, an important change to the setup was made by fixing the
tablet to the table. This would make observing the robot and giving feedback at
the same time more difficult, so we expected this to stimulate collaboration in
the form of a role division [27].

Improved Reward Interface. A new reward interface was created, see
Fig. 6(b). The green-red gradient represents the transition from completely right
to completely wrong. The aim was to clarify the use of the slider to encourage
more diverse feedback.

Ambiguity. Ambiguous tasks tend to foster collaboration, as disagreements
and misunderstandings can cause communication in the form of explanations
and reasons [9]. Therefore, more ambiguity was added to the activity by pro-
viding more choices between similar items of clothing. Also, the names of the
items shown on the cards were made more general to ensure they did not hint
to a certain outfit or type of weather. For example, one item used in the first
prototype had the description: “winter shoes”. This was changed to: “shoes”. It
was expected that the less specific names could lead to more discussion among
the children about the objects, which would require collaboration to provide
unanimous feedback.

Reinforcement Learning. The prototype was extended with actual
autonomous behavior of the robot, making the robot capable of choosing its
own actions. The role of the tele-operator was limited to navigating the sur-
facebot to its next location (picked by the surfacebot). The script used for the
robot’s actions was replaced by a Q-learning framework, inspired by the work
of [22]. It enabled the surfacebot to take actions and to learn from feedback. Q-
learning is a form of reinforcement learning where an agent derives the optimal
policy on how to act in the current state of its environment, given a transition
model that describes the state transitions –the state resulting from an action in a
given state– and a reward function which contains the reward received based on a
state transition. In our prototype the surfacebot’s state was based on the clothes
it was wearing. The children’s feedback determined the rewards on the robot’s
actions to maximize the cumulative reward, meaning: which clothes lead to most
positive feedback. The surfacebot decided to either explore new states or exploit
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known states. Exploration means taking random actions in order to get informa-
tion about the reward of being in a certain state. Exploitation means going for
the action with the highest reward. As action selection strategy, the surfacebot
used the epsilon-greedy [23] approach. This strategy enabled an increasing focus
on exploiting what was learned, which led to the surfacebot picking the right
clothes faster in the later rounds of the activity given that children provided
feedback regularly. In other words: at first the robot would try on clothes at
random, collecting feedback on its choices, and gradually it would focus more
on picking clothes for which it had received positive feedback earlier.

Fig. 6. The reward interface used in the first prototype (a), and the improved interface
(b) used in the second prototype. The slider can be used to determine the feedback
value. The send button below the slider sends the feedback to the surfacebot.

Undo Behavior. Also inspired by [22], an action cancelling behavior was imple-
mented to provide an immediate response by the surfacebot. If negative feed-
back was received while the surfacebot was ‘thinking’ about a certain action, the
action would be cancelled and the thought cloud would show a different action.

6 Main Study

In the pilot children were engaged and provided frequent feedback, but showed
limited collaboration in the activity with the first prototype. In the main study,
we explored to which extent the improvements made to the prototype encouraged
collaboration. To analyse the collaborative behavior, an annotation scheme was
developed for assessing the level of collaboration between children.
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6.1 Participants

The study was conducted with 9 pairs of children at a primary school. The
age of the children was between 6 and 10 years (mean = 8.00). Two different
classes were involved, but it was ensured that the pairs consisted of children
from the same class. The parents or guardians of the participating children
received a brochure informing them of the nature of the study and the data
being collected, and gave consent for their child’s participation and for video
recording the sessions.

6.2 Setup

The tests were conducted on two different days. The first day, pairs 1–6 partici-
pated in the study. One week later, pairs 7–9 participated. The tests were held
in two different classrooms, but both rooms were considered to be a familiar
setting to the children. The setup was the same as that of the pilot study.

6.3 Procedure

The procedure used in this study was largely similar to the pilot study. The main
difference was that before the start of the activity, we tried to get insight into
the level of agreement in the preferences of the children regarding the clothing
items. The facilitator told the story introducing the surfacebot, and explained
the setup and activity. Then the children were shown a list of all clothing items
and had to indicate individually which of the items they preferred. At this point,
they had not had the opportunity yet to share or discuss their preferences. We
expected that if the children’s preferences differed, they would need to negotiate
to provide consistent feedback to the robot, therefore displaying a higher degree
of collaboration. If children were completely in agreement on the items of clothing
the robot should get, the task would become unambiguous and there would be
little need for negotiation.

6.4 Annotation Scheme for Assessing Collaboration

We developed an annotation scheme to assess the level of collaboration between
children during the activity with the surfacebot. The scheme was based on the
collaborative problem solving framework of Hesse et al. [11]. Their framework
consists of indicators of social skills that form the ‘collaborative’ part and indi-
cators of cognitive skills that constitute the ‘problem solving’ part. Our focus
was on evaluating the level of collaboration between children, not their skill in
solving the task, therefore we used only the indicators of the collaborative part.

Hesse et al. distinguish three classes of indicators that subsume the social
skills: participation, perspective taking and social regulation [11]. We took their
definitions of the indicators as a starting point and adapted them to assess the
level of collaboration between two children in the context of our task, see Table 1.
Below we explain how we used the indicators, supported by invented dialogue
examples inspired by the observed behaviour of pairs in the pilot study.
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Table 1. The annotation scheme used in the main study. Each indicator is listed
followed by the definition of Hesse et al. [11], and our interpretation of it in this study.

Indicator Definition Description

Participation

Action Acts within environment A child operates the tablet e.g.,

sends a reward

Interaction Interacts with, prompts and

responds to the contribution of

others

A child interacts with the other

child

Perspective taking

Adaptive

responsiveness

Ignores, accepts or adapts

contributions of others

A child responds to the

contribution of another child e.g.,

disagreeing with a reward sent

Audience

awareness

Awareness of how to adapt

behaviour to increase suitability

for others

A child shares information that is

not available to the other e.g.,

what action the robot thinks of

Social regulation

Negotiation Achieves a resolution or reaches

compromise

A child attempts to reach an

understanding with the other

child e.g., about the value of the

reward

Self evaluation Recognises own strengths and

weaknesses

A child vocally reflects on an

(inter) action regarding the

activity

Trans-active

memory

Recognises strengths and

weaknesses of others

A child vocally reflects on an

(inter) action of the other child

Responsibility

initiative

Assumes responsibility for

ensuring parts of task are

completed by the group

A child makes an effort to involve

the other child in the activity

Participation. This class consists of the indicators action and interaction.
Action was described as “participation of an individual, irrespective of whether
this action is in any way coordinated with the efforts of other group members”
[11, p.42]. In the context of our activity, we defined actions as the possible inter-
actions with the robot, i.e. operating the reward interface. Interaction takes
place when children respond to a contribution of another child, i.e. a comment,
question or action. The action and interaction indicators served to provide us
with an estimation of the level of the children’s engagement with the activity
and with each other during the experiment. A third indicator for participation in
the framework is task completion [11]. This indicator was not applicable in our
case, since children were only tasked to provide feedback and the robot decided
when the task was completed.

Perspective Taking. The indicators of this class are adaptive responsiveness
and audience awareness. It is considered adaptive responsiveness when a child
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accepts or adapts another child’s point of view. We defined audience awareness
as a child sharing information that was not available to the other child. For
example, if one child is the only one able to see the surfacebot’s screen, and tells
the other child what action the bear wants to take, this shows that the child is
aware of the other’s perspective, and shares the information accordingly.

Social Regulation. This class has as its indicators negotiation, self-evaluation,
trans-active memory and responsibility initiative. We defined negotiation as an
attempt by the children to reach a common understanding, achieve a solution,
or reach a compromise. An example of how children could negotiate using the
prototype:

Child A: “Item x is super wrong”, and sets slider to absolute negative.

Child B: “No, it is a bit wrong, but not super wrong.”

Child A: Adjusts the feedback slider in accordance to feedback of Child B.

Self-evaluation concerns any comments of a child on their own performance
in terms of appropriateness or adequacy in context of (inter)actions during the
activity. It indicates a child’s recognition of their own strengths and weaknesses.
To illustrate, a child could say: “I was too late, now the robot wears the wrong
jacket.” Conversely, trans-active memory is when one of the children comments
on the performance of the other in terms of appropriateness or adequacy. For
example: “Let me operate the tablet, you were not fast enough!” Lastly, respon-
sibility initiative is about involving others in the task of learning the robot. An
indication is the use of first-person plural in communication regarding the activ-
ity, for example: “We should let the bear know that it is the wrong item!” In this
study, taking responsibility was also annotated when one child encouraged the
other to take action or share information. An example of responsibility initiative:

Child A: “Item x is OK, right?”

Child B: “Yes, send the feedback!”

6.5 Identifying Collaborative Behaviour

The annotation scheme described above mostly focuses on the analysis of chil-
dren’s individual utterances. However, we felt that collaboration can also take
the form of certain types of more overarching joint behaviour between children.

First of all, we considered a division of roles to be a form of collaboration.
It happens when children divide responsibilities and a form of interdependence
arises in order to successfully complete the task. An example of a division of
roles we observed in the pilot study is that one child operated the tablet while
the other child tracked the robot and provided updates on the robot’s actions.
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Another form of collaboration is shared planning. A shared planning is estab-
lished when the problem at hand is analyzed and a mutual agreement is reached
on how to approach it. A case of shared planning in the context of the activity
would be: an agreement between children about how an action of the surfacebot
should be judged, as in the following example:

Child A: “The bear should get this jacket... and then go to the hallway.”

Child B: “No, it should get the sweater first then go to the hallway.”

Child A: “OK, jacket, sweater and then it should get these shoes in the

hallway.”

Besides a shared planning, children can also build shared knowledge by get-
ting an understanding of another child’s opinion or preferences, or establishing
a shared understanding of (an element in) the activity. It applies when a child
provides information or shares an opinion, in response to a question or statement
of the other child. An example of shared knowledge is:

Child A: “What items do you think the bear should get?”

Child B: “The jacket and the blue jeans!”

Or when roles have been divided:

Child A: “What is the item that the robot displays?”

Child B: “It is the red jacket.”

Lastly, we considered whether there was any turn taking between the children.
The pilot study showed that children occasionally took turns in operating the
tablet, or even played the game individually. Taking turns can only occur after
establishing an agreement and can therefore be seen as a result of collaboration.
However, it is not necessarily a wanted outcome. In the pilot study, turn taking
led to situations where one child temporarily did not actively participate in
the activity while the other did everything. It means they did not discover the
benefit of collaboration, but made a kind of compromise to each be in full control
of the activity for a while. On the other hand, taking turns could also occur
while maintaining a division of roles. For example, one operates the tablet, while
the other follows the surfacebot from location to location. After a while, they
might decide to switch roles. This would be a coordinated effort that maintains
the situation where children depend on each other while they both actively
participate.
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6.6 Measurements

Results were obtained via (1) observations of the video recordings, annotated
using the annotation scheme, (2) logged data from interactions with the reward
interface, and (3) the clothing preferences that were filled in individually by each
participant before the start of the activity.

The video recordings were used for assessing the level of collaboration using
the annotation scheme. They were annotated from the point the robot started
taking action until the last iteration, where the robot went ‘outside’. Our anno-
tation method was inspired by the work of Huskens et al. [12], who evaluated
children’s collaborative play by reviewing 10 s fragments of videotaped play ses-
sions for a fixed set of behaviors. A behavior that was present in the fragment
was recorded as a plus. A behavior that was absent was recorded as a minus.

We adopted a similar approach by reviewing 30 s intervals of the recorded
sessions using the annotation scheme. Since we wanted to observe the collabo-
ration between children, we opted for a broader interval than 10 s. Each interval
was annotated for the presence of any of the collaboration indicators described
above. When an indicator was observed, it was marked as positive (+), otherwise
as negative (−).

Subsequently, we determined per session a score by summing the positive
annotations of the intervals for each category of the annotation scheme. This
resulted in 8 indicator scores of which we took the average as an overall collab-
oration score. Since the sessions differed in number of annotated intervals, we
computed both the indicator score (Eq. 1) and the collaboration score (Eq. 2)
proportionally to the total number of intervals.

indicator score =
∑

annotatedpositive
nintervals

(1)

collaboration score =
∑

indicator score

nindicator scores
(2)

In the same way, we calculated class (e.g. perspective taking) scores by aver-
aging over the scores of the associated indicators. We then used these scores to
compare the level of collaboration between pairs of children.

To check the reliability of the annotation scheme, one recording was anno-
tated by two of the authors. The annotations of both authors were almost the
same, except for a few minor differences due to differing interpretations of some
indicators. Based on this, the definitions of each indicator were refined and exam-
ple dialogues were added. This resulted in the indicators described in the previous
section. Which general forms of collaborative behaviour (e.g., turn taking) took
place was determined per recording, instead of per interval.

6.7 Results

The annotations of the video recordings showed that four pairs of children estab-
lished a role division, where one operated the tablet and the other tracked the
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surfacebot. In this respect, the second prototype encouraged collaboration more
effectively, compared to the single observation of a role division during the pilot.
The biggest trigger of a division of roles was the fixed tablet, which made fol-
lowing the surfacebot and giving feedback at the same time difficult for one
individual, providing an incentive to divide roles. Figure 7 gives an impression
of the children’s positioning at the start of the activity and when roles were
divided. One child communicates feedback to the surfacebot based on the input
of the child that follows the surfacebot, who either shares information about the
actions of the robot or shares his/her opinion about the action of the robot. A
shared planning was observed for five pairs. Building shared knowledge occurred
for three pairs. Children taking turns happened for six of the nine pairs. Each
pair that established a role division also took turns. The role of operating the
tablet seemed favorable to the children, so they switched roles occasionally.

Fig. 7. The image on the left shows an impression of children at the start of the activity.
The image on the right shows that they have established a division of roles.

We annotated the recordings of the 9 sessions using the scheme described
in Sect. 6.4, with an average of 17.78 ± 3.55 intervals of 30 s per session. For
each pair of children, we calculated the average score for each indicator, as well
as average scores for the three classes of indicators: participation, perspective
taking and social regulation. We also calculated an overall collaboration score
based on the average indicator scores.

Because we suspected that the presence or absence of a role division might
have an effect on other collaboration aspects, we compared indicator and class
scores of pairs based on whether the children had established a role division
or not, see Fig. 8. Across the indicators, the pairs that had a division of roles
scored higher on other aspects of collaboration as well. This is reflected in the
average scores of the three classes and the overall collaboration score, see Fig. 9.
Most notably, the four pairs with an observed role division had a considerably
larger score for audience awareness compared to the five pairs that did not.
The way audience awareness was annotated was to a large extent aligned with
how children divided roles. Each role division resulted in one child describing
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the surfacebot’s action in situations when the other could not see the character
display, which was annotated as a form of audience awareness.

Fig. 8. The average collaboration indicator scores for pairs that established a role
division (yes, n = 4) compared to the pairs that did not (no, n = 5).

Two pairs had a very low total collaboration score, 0.14 and 0.25, compared
to scores between .38 and .54 for the other pairs. These two pairs communicated
less regarding the surfacebot’s actions in comparison to the other groups, and did
not establish a division of roles. Remarkable is that all four children in these two
pairs were 9 years old, and the oldest among the participating children. Perhaps
they found the activity too simple or childish, which resulted in less commitment
and engagement compared to the younger children. It could indicate that the
current prototype is indeed most suitable for children aged 5 to 7 years.

The use of the slider remained unchanged compared to the pilot study, in
spite of the ambiguity introduced in the task and the redesign of the slider.
Given the value range of 0 to 1 for the feedback, 78.7% of the communicated
feedback was an extreme value, either between 0 and 0.1 (37.7%) or between 0.9
and 1.0 (41%). Therefore, providing an incentive to negotiate by leaving room
for disagreement did not lead to a more sophisticated use of the slider. However,
forms of negotiation were observed where children tried to determine the slider
value together. In that sense, the slider still had added value.

We examined to which extent the children’s initial clothing preferences over-
lapped. None of the pairs had exactly the same preferences, which suggests there
was room for discussion and negotiation. However, we found no indication that
children who had little agreement beforehand showed more collaboration, neither
in the overall collaboration score, nor in the ‘negotiation’ indicator.
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Fig. 9. The average scores of each class for the pairs that established a role division
(yes, n = 4) compared to the pairs that did not (no, n = 5).

7 Discussion

Judging from the results of the main study, the second prototype seemed to
encourage collaboration more effectively compared to the first prototype. Anal-
ysis of the recordings showed a higher average collaboration score for the pairs
of children who established a role division, compared to the average score of the
couples who did not. This difference is mainly due to higher scores for the ‘audi-
ence awareness’ and ‘responsibility initiative’ indicators. These indicators relate
to sharing new information and encouraging others to take an action, which
manifested itself when children divided roles.

The collaboration scores of the pairs of children appear to be mostly influ-
enced by the presence of a role division, characterised by interdependence and
communication between children. Interdependence is an influencing factor of
collaboration [14]. Communication is described as an integral element of col-
laboration [11] and an interpersonal skill that will develop when children are
provided with the opportunities for social interaction [6]. Rather than explicitly
assigning roles to the children as in [27], we left it up to the children whether
they established a role division or not, and in what way, thus allowing them to
adopt their own collaboration style. Supporting diversity in group dynamics has
been argued to be beneficial to collaborative learning [17].

However, there are other factors that may have played a role. The children
were in a phase where social skills develop, and age may have influenced the level
of collaboration. Another factor that we did not take into account was the level
of closeness between the pairs of children, who might have been friends or just
classmates. It is therefore difficult to attribute any differences in collaboration
purely to changes made to the prototype or to an established division of roles.

Unlike earlier studies of collaboration between children [19,27], which were
purely qualitative in nature, we attempted to carry out a quantitative analysis
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based on observations. The validity of the scoring system we used still requires
further investigation. An overall score for collaboration was calculated by weight-
ing each indicator equally. However, it can be argued that some indicators are
more indicative or more important for measuring collaboration than others. For
example, ‘action’ only says something about the participation of children while
‘negotiation’ is a profound expression of collaboration that requires communica-
tion and a certain willingness of both children to listen to each other. In future
research, a method could be developed to achieve a more sophisticated collabo-
ration score. The indicators could, for example, be weighted according to their
importance or contribution to measuring collaboration.

Children aged 3 to 7 are in a developmental phase where they enjoy fantasy
[16], so an activity with a robotic character and a story can be appealing to
them. However, the second prototype seems to be mainly suited for children in
the age 5–7, since in the pilot study children younger than 5 showed limited
understanding of the activity, while in the main study children aged 9 had much
lower collaboration scores and seemed less engaged in the activity. In order to
reliably compare new versions of the prototype regarding the level of collabora-
tion displayed by children, it would be better to keep the age difference between
the (pairs of) children as small as possible.

Finally, due to the small numbers of participants we cannot draw any strong
conclusions at this stage; studies with more pairs of children are needed to con-
firm our preliminary conclusions.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

We iteratively developed a prototype of the surfacebot as a teachable robot
designed to encourage collaboration. A pilot study showed that our first proto-
type only brought about a limited form of collaboration, as most children took
turns with only one child actively teaching the robot. In the main study with a
revised prototype, multiple pairs of children established collaboration through
a spontaneous division of roles, with one of them operating the tablet and the
other providing information about the robot’s actions or sharing opinions about
them.

Although children showed enthusiasm and established collaboration while
interacting with the prototype, it was outside the scope of this research to deter-
mine if children learned or developed their collaboration skills from participating
in the activity. A recommendation for further research is to conduct a study into
the long term effect of participating in activities with the surfacebot (that are
aimed to encourage collaboration) on the collaborative skills of primary school
children. Do children who regularly participate in such an activity with the
surfacebot show improved collaboration compared to children who did not use
the surfacebot? And if children improve their collaborative skills through the
activities with the surfacebot, are the knowledge and skills transferred to other
collaborative activities without the surfacebot? Longitudinal studies could reveal
the educative contribution of activities with the surfacebot when introduced in
the classroom.
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Secondly, we recommend to redesign the activity towards a more ambiguous
and complex task that invites using the slider more and gives rise to more discus-
sion. In the current activity, children showed an understanding of the interface
and the slider’s purpose and effect. However, they mainly provided unilateral
feedback with only completely negative or completely positive values. There
was low uncertainty or disagreement about the correctness of the surfacebot’s
actions, limiting the need for negotiation.

Finally, we recommend exploring how learning material from children’s reg-
ular school subjects can be incorporated into the concept in order to optimally
exploit the learning-by-teaching paradigm, while maintaining an activity design
that encourages collaboration. Curriculum-focused design techniques could be
used to determine which educational topics and activities could benefit from our
technology [18].
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the school for facilitating the experiments, and the children’s parents for giving their
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